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(57) ABSTRACT 

A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee and 
method for coding an input sound signal, wherein a time
domain excitation contribution is calculated inresponse to the 
input sound signal. A cut-offfrequency for the time-domain 
excitation contribution is also calculated in response to the 
input sound signal, and a frequency extent ofthe time-domain 
excitation contribution is adjusted in relation to this eut-off 
frequency. Following calculation of a frequency-domain 
excitation contribution in response to the input sound signal, 
the adjusted time-domain excitation contribution and the fre
quency-domain excitation contribution are added to form a 
mixed time-domain/frequency-domain excitation constitut
ing a coded version of the input sound signal. In the calcula
tion of the time-domain excitation contribution, the input 
sound signal may be processed in successive frames of the 
input sound signal and a number of sub-frames to be used in 
a current frame may be calculated. 

58 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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CO DING GENERIC AUDIO SIGNALS AT LOW 
BITRATES AND LOW DELAY 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

T11is application claims priority to and the benefit ofU.S. 
Provisional Application No. 61/406,379, filed on Oct. 25, 
2010, the entire contents ofwhich are incorporated by refer
ence herein. 

FIELD 

T11e present disclosure relates to mixed time-domain/fre
quency-domain coding deviees and methods for coding an 
input sound signal, and to corresponding encoder and decoder 
using these mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
deviees and methods. 

BACKGROUND 

Astate-of-the-art conversational codee can represent with 
a very good quality a clean speech signal with a bit rate of 
around 8 kbps and approach transparency at a bit rate of 16 
kbps. However, at bitrates below 16 kbps, low processing 
delay conversational codees, most often coding the input 
speech signal in time-domain, are not suitable for generic 
audio signais, like music and reverberant speech. To over
come this drawback, switched codees have been introduced, 
basically using the time-domain approach for coding speech
dominated input signais and a frequency-domain approach 
for coding generic audio signais. However, such switched 
solutions typically require longer processing delay, needed 
bath for speech-music classification and for transform to the 
frequency domain. 

To overcome the above drawback, a more unified time
domain and frequency-domain mode! is proposed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the appended drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an over

view of an enhanced CELP (Code-Excited Linear Prediction) 
encoder, for example an ACELP (Algebraic Code-Excited 
Linear Prediction) encoder; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a more detailed 
structure of the enhanced CELP encoder of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic black diagran1 of an overview of a 
calculator of eut-off frequency; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a more detailed 
structure of the calculator of cut-offfrequency of FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of an overview of a 
frequency quantizer; and 

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of a more detailed 
structure of the frequency quantizer of FIG. 5. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to one embodiment, the present disclosure 
relates to a mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
deviee for coding an input sound signal, comprising: a calcu
lator of a time-domain excitation contribution in response to 
the input sound signal; a calcula tor of a eut -off frequency for 
the time-domain excitation contribution in response to the 
input sound signal; a fil ter responsive to the eut-off frequency 
for adjusting a frequency extent of the time-domain excitation 
contribution; a calculator of a frequency-domain excitation 
contribution in response to the input sound signal; and an 

2 
adder of the fil te red time-domain excitation contribution and 
the frequency-domain excitation contribution to form a 
mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain excitation constitut
ing a coded version of the input sound signal. 

According to a second embodiment, the present disclosure 
relates to an encoder using a time-domain and frequency
domain mode!, comprising: a classifier of an input sound 
signal as speech or non-speech; a time-domain only coder; 
the above described mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain 

1 o coding deviee; and a selector of one of the time-domain on! y 
coder and the mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain coding 
deviee for coding the input sound signal depending on the 
classification of the input sound signal. 

According to another embodiment, the present disclosure 
15 provides a mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain coding 

deviee for coding an input sound signal, comprising: a calcu
lator of a time-domain excitation contribution in response to 
the input sound signal, wherein the calculator oftime-domain 
excitation contribution processes the input sound signal in 

20 successive frames of the input sound signal and comprises a 
calculator of a number of sub-frames to be used in a current 
frame of the input sound signal, wherein the calculator of 
time-domain excitation contribution uses in the current frame 
the number of sub-frames determined by the sub-fran1e num-

25 ber calculator for the current frame; a calculator of a fre
quency-domain excitation contribution in response to the 
input sound signal; and an adder of the time-domain excita
tion contribution and the frequency-domain excitation con
tribution to form a mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 

30 excitation constituting a coded version of the input sound 
signal. 

According to a fourth embodiment, the present disclosure 
relates to a decoder for decoding a sound signal coded using 
one of the mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain coding 

35 deviees as described above, comprising: a converter of the 
mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain excitation intime-do
main; and a synthesis filter for synthesizing the sound signal 
in response to the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 
excitation converted intime-domain. 

40 According to a fifth embodiment, the present disclosure is 
concerned with a mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain 
coding method for coding an input smmd signal, comprising: 
calcula ting a time-domain excitation contribution in response 
to the input sound signal; calculating a cut-offfrequency for 

45 the time-domain excitation contribution in response to the 
input sound signal; in response to the eut-off frequency, 
adjusting a frequency extent of the time-domain excitation 
contribution; calculating a frequency-domain excitation con
tribution in response to the input smmd signal; and adding the 

50 adjusted time-domain excitation contribution and the fre
quency-domain excitation contribution to forma mixed time
domain!frequency-domain excitation constituting a coded 
version of the input sound signal. 

According to a further embodiment, these is described a 
55 method of encoding using a time-domain and frequency

domain mode!, comprising: classifYing an input sound signal 
as speech or non-speech; providing a time-domain only cod
ing method; providing the above described mixed time-do
mainlfrequency-domain coding method, and selecting one of 

60 the time-domain only coding method and the mixed time
domain/frequency-domain coding method for coding the 
input sound signal depending on the classification of the input 
sound signal. 

According to a seventh embodiment, the present disclosure 
65 relates to a mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain coding 

method for coding an input sound signal, comprising: calcu
lating a time-domain excitation contribution in response to 
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the input sound signal, wherein calculating the time-domain 
excitation contribution comprises processing the input sound 
signal in successive frames of the input sound signal and 
calculating a number of sub-frames to be used in a current 
frame of the input sound signal, wherein calculating the time
domain excitation contribution also comprises using in the 
current frame the munber of sub-±rames calculated for the 
current frame; 

4 
with a minimum bitrate to create a basic time-domain exci
tation contribution. At very law bit rate, the time support is 
usually the entire frame. In that case, the time-domain con
tribution to the excitation signal is composed only of the 
adaptive code book, and the corresponding pitch infonnation 
with the corresponding gain are transmitted once per frame. 
When more bitrate is available, it is possible to capture more 
temporal events by shortening the time support (and increas
ing the bitrate allocated to the time-domain coding mode). calculating a frequency-domain excitation contribution in 

response to the input sound signal; and adding the time
domain excitation contribution and the frequency-domain 
excitation contribution to fonn a mixed time-domainlfre
quency-domain excitation constituting a coded version of the 
input smmd signal. 

1 o Eventually, wh en the time support is sufficiently short (dawn 
to quarter a frame), and the available bitrate is sufficiently 
high, the time-domain contribution may include the adaptive 
codebook contribution, a fixed-codebook contribution, or 
bath, with the corresponding gains. The parameters describ-

According to a still further embodiment, these is described 15 ing the codebook indices and the gains are then transmitted 
for each sub-frame. a method of decoding a smmd signal coded using one of the 

mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding methods as 
described a bave, comprising: converting the mixed time-do
mainlfrequency-domain excitation intime-domain; and syn
thesizing the sound signal through a synthesis filter in 20 

response to the mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain exci
tation converted intime-domain. 

T11e foregoing and other features will become more appar
ent upon reading of the following non restrictive description 
of an illustrative embodiment of the proposed time-domain 25 

and frequency-domain mode!, given by way of example on! y 
with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

At law bit rate, conversational codees are not capable of 
coding properly higher frequencies. This causes an important 
degradation of the synthesis quality when the input signal 
includes music and/or reverberant speech. To solve this issue. 
a feature is added to compute the efficiency of the time-
domain excitation contribution. In some cases, whatever the 
input bitrate and the time frame support are, the time-domain 
excitation contribution is not valuable. In tho se cases, ali the 
bits are reallocated to the next step of frequency-domain 
coding. But most of the time, the time-domain excitation 
contribution is valuable up only to a certain frequency (the 
cut-offfrequency ). In these cases, the time-domain excitation 
contribution is filtered out a bave the eut-off frequency. The 

30 filtering operation pennits to keep valuable infonnation 
coded with the time-domain excitation contribution and The proposed more unified time-domain and frequency

domain mode! is able to improve the synthesis quality for 
generic audio signais such as, for example, music and/or 
reverberant speech, without increasing the processing delay 
and the bitrate. This mode! operates for example in a Linear 35 

Prediction (LP) residual domain where the available bits are 
dynamically allocated among an adaptive codebook, one or 
more fixed code books (for example an al ge braie code book, a 
Gaussian codebook, etc.), and a frequency-domain coding 
mode, depending upon the characteristics of the input signal. 40 

To achieve a law processing delay law bit rate conversa
tional codee that improves the synthesis quality of generic 
audio signais like music and/or reverberant speech, the fre
quency-domain coding mode may be integrated as close as 
possible to the CELP (Code-Excited Linear Prediction) time- 45 

domain coding mode. For that purpose, the frequency-do
main coding mode uses, for example, a frequency transfonn 
performed in the LP residual domain. T11is allows switching 
nearly without artifact from one frame, for example a 20 ms 
frame, to another. Also, the integration of the two (2) coding 50 

modes is sufficiently close to allow dynamic reallocation of 
the hit budget to another coding mode if it is detennined that 
the current coding mode is not efficient enough. 

One feature of the proposed more unified time-domain and 
frequency-domain mode! is the variable time support of the 55 

time-domain component, which varies from quarter frame to 

remove the non-valuable information a bave the eut-off fre
quency. In an illustrative implementation, the filtering is per
formed in the frequency domain by setting the frequency bins 
above a certain frequency to zero. 

The variable time support in combination with the variable 
eut-off frequency makes the bit allocation inside the inte
grated time-domain and frequency-domain mode! very 
dynamic. The bitrate afterthe quantization of the LP filter can 
be allocated entirely to the time domain or entirely to the 
frequency domain or somewhere in between. The bitrate allo
cation between the time and frequency domains is conducted 
as a function of the number of sub-frames used for the time
domain contribution, of the available bit budget, and of the 
eut-off frequency computed. 

To create a total excitation which will match more effi
ciently the input residual, the frequency -domain co ding mode 
is applied. A feature in the present disclosure is that the 
frequency-domain coding is perfonned on a vector which 
contains the difference between a frequency representation 
(frequency transfonn) of the input LP residual and a fre
quency representation (frequency transform) of the filtered 
time-domain excitation contribution np to the eut-off fre
quency, and which con tains the ±requency representation (fre
quency transfonn) of the input LP residual itself a bave that 
eut-off frequency. A smooth spectrum transition is inserted 
between bath segments just a bave the eut -off frequency. In 
other words, the high-frequency part of the frequency repre
sentation of the time-domain excitation contribution is first 
zeroed out. A transition region between the unchanged part of 
the spectrum and the zeroed part of the spectrum is inserted 
just a bave the cut-offfrequency to ensure a smooth transition 
between bath parts of the spectrum. This modified spectrum 
of the time-domain excitation contribution is then subtracted 

a complete frame on a frame by frame basis, and will be called 
sub-frame. As an illustrative example, a frame represents 20 
ms of input signal. This corresponds to 320 samples if the 
inuer sampling frequency of the codee is 16 kHz orto 256 60 

samples per frame if the inuer sampling frequency of the 
codee is 12.8 kHz. Then a quarter of a frame (the sub-frame) 
represents 64 or 80 samples depending on the inuer sampling 
frequency of the codee. In the following illustrative embodi
ment the inuer sampling frequency of the codee is 12.8 kHz 
giving a frame length of 256 san1ples. The variable time 
support makes it possible to capture major temporal events 

65 from the ±requency representation of the input LP residual. 
The resulting spectnun thus corresponds to the difference of 
bath spectra below the eut -off frequency, and to the frequency 
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representation of the LP residual above it, with some transi
tionregion. The eut -off frequency, as mentioned hereinabove, 
can vary from one frame to another. 

6 
flatness, make easier the use of a square window for the 
irequency transforms thus permitting use of a non-overlap
ping window. 

In a non limitative example where the illller sampling fre
quency of the codee is 12.8 kHz (meaning 256 samples per 
frame), similarly as in the ITU-T recotlllllendation G.718, the 
length of the sub-frames used in the time-domain CELP cod
ing mode can vary from a typical 1/4 of the frame length (5ms) 
to a halfframe (10 ms) or a complete ±rame length (20 ms). 

Whatever the frequency quantization method (frequency
domain coding mode) chosen, there is always a possibility of 
pre-echo especially with long windows. In this technique, the 
used windows are square windows, so that the extra window 
length compared to the coded signal is zero (0), i.e. no over
lap-add is used. While this corresponds to the best window to 
reduce any potential pre-echo, some pre-echo may still be 
audible on temporal attacks. Many teclmiques exist to solve 
such pre-echo problem but the present disclosure proposes a 
simple feature for cancelling this pre-echo problem. This 
feature is based on a memory-less time-domain coding mode 
which is derived from the "Transition Mode" of ITU-T Rec
ommendation G.718; Reference [ITU-T Recommendation 
G.718 "Frame error robust narrow-band and wideband 

10 The sub-frame length decision is based on the available 
bitrate and on an analysis of the input solllld signal, particu
larly the spectral dynanlics of this input sound signal. The 
sub-frame length decision can be performed in a closed loop 
mallller. To save on complexity, it is also possible to base the 

15 sub-frame length decision in an open loop mallller. The sub
irame length can be changed from trame to frame. 

embedded variable bit-rate coding of speech and audio from 
8-32 kbit/s", June 2008, section 6.8.1.4 and section 6.8.4.2]. 20 

The idea behind this ièature is to take advantage of the iàct 
that the proposed more unified time-domain and frequency
domain mode! is integrated to the LP residual domain, which 

Once the length of the sub-±rames is chosen in a particular 
frame, a standard closed-loop pitch analysis is perfonned and 
the first contribution to the excitation signal is selected from 
the adaptive codebook. Then, depending on the available bit 
budget and the characteristics of the input solllld signal (for 
example in the case of an input speech signal), a second 
contribution from one or severa! fixed codebooks can be 

allows for switching without artifact almost at any time. added before the transform-domain coding. The resulting 
When a signal is considered as generic audio (music and/or 25 excitation will be called the time-domain excitation contribu
reverberant speech) and when a temporal attack is detected in 
a frame, then this frame only is encoded with this special 
memory-less time-domain coding mode. This mode will take 
care of the temporal attack thus avoiding the pre-echo that 
could be introduced with the frequency-domain coding of 30 

that frame. 

tion. On the other hand, at very low bit rates and in case of 
generic audio, it is often better to skip the fixed codebook 
stage and use ali the remaining bits for the transfonn-domain 
coding mode. The transform domain coding mode can be for 
example a frequency-domain coding mode. As described 
above, the sub-frame length can be one fourth of the frame, 

In the proposed more unified time-domain and frequency- one half of the frame, or one frame long. The fixed-codebook 
domain mode!, the above mentioned adaptive code book, one contribution is used on! y if the sub-frame length is equal to 
or more fixed codebooks (for example an al ge braie code book, one fourth of the frame length. In case the sub-frame length is 
a Gaussian code book, etc.), i.e. the so called time-domain 35 decided to be half a frame or the entire frame long, then only 
codebooks, and the frequency-domain quantization (fre- the adaptive-codebook contribution is used to represent the 
quency-domain coding mode can be seen as a codebook time-domain excitation, and ali remaining bits are allocated 
library, and the bits can be distributed among ali the available to the frequency-domain coding mode. 
code books, or a subset thereof. This means for example that if Once the computation of the time-domain excitation con-
the input sound signal is a clean speech, ali the bits will be 40 tribution is completed, its efficiency needs to be assessed and 
allocated to the time-domain coding mode, basically reduc- quantized. If the gain of the coding in time-domain is very 
ing the coding to the legacy CELP scheme. On the other hand, low, it is more efficient to remove the time-domain excitation 
for some music segments, ali the bits allocated to encode the contribution altogether and to use ali the bits for the fre-
input LP residual are sometimes best spent in the frequency quency-domain coding mode instead. On the other hand, for 
domain, for example in a transform-domain. 45 example in the case of a clean input speech, the frequency-

As indicated in the foregoing description, the temporal domain coding mode is not needed and ali the bits are allo-
support for the time-domain and frequency-domain coding cated to the time-domain coding mode. But often the coding 
modes does not need to be the same. While the bits spent on intime-domain is efficient on! y up to a certain frequency. This 
the different time-domain quantization methods (adaptive frequency will be called the eut-off frequency of the time-
and algebraic code book searches) are usually distributed on a 50 domain excitation contribution. Determination of such cut-
sub-±rame ba sis ( typically a quarter of a ±rame, or 5ms oftime off frequency ens ures that the en tire time-domain co ding is 
support), the bits allocated to the frequency-domain coding helping to get a better final synthesis rather than working 
mode are distributed on a frame basis (typically 20 ms oftime against the frequency-domain coding. 
support) to improve frequency resolution. The cut-ofl' frequency is estimated in the ±requency-do-

The bit budget allocated to the time-domain CELP coding 55 main. To compute the eut-off frequency, the spectrums of 
mode cau be also dynamically controlled depending on the both the LP residual and the time-domain coded contribution 
input sound signal. In some cases, the bit budget allocated to 
the time-domain CELP coding mode cau be zero, effective! y 
meaning that the entire bit budget is attributed to the fre
quency-domain coding mode. The choice of working in the 60 

LP residual domain both for the time-domain and the fre
quency-domain approaches has two (2) main benefits. First, 
this is compatible with the CELP coding mode, proved effi
cient in speech signais coding. Consequently, no artifact is 
introduced due to the switching between the two types of 65 

coding modes. Second, lower dynamics of the LP residual 
with respect to the original input sound signal, and its relative 

are first split into a predefined number of ±requency bands. 
The number offrequency bands and the number offrequency 
bins covered by each frequency band can vary from one 
implementation to another. For each of the frequency bands, 
a normalized correlation is computed between the frequency 
representation of the time-domain excitation contribution and 
the frequency representation of the LP residual, and the cor
relation is smoothed between adjacent frequency bands. The 
per-band correlations are lower limited to 0.5 and normalized 
between 0 and 1. The average correlation is then computed as 
the average of the correlations for ali the frequency bands. For 
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the ptrrpose of a first estimation of the cut-offfrequency, the 
average correlation is then scaled between 0 and half the 
sampling rate (half the sampling rate corresponding to the 
normalized correlation value of 1 ). The first estimation of the 
eut-off frequency is then found as the upper bound of the 
frequency band being closest to that value. In an example of 
implementation, sixteen (16) frequency bands at 12.8 kHz are 
defined for the correlation computation. 

Taking advantage of the psychoacoustic property of the 
human ear, the reliability of the estimation of the eut -off 1 o 
frequency is improved by comparing the estimated position 
of the 8th harmonie frequency of the pitch to the eut-off 
frequency estimated by the correlation computation. If this 
position is higher than the cut-offfrequency estimated by the 
correlation computation, the cut-offfrequency is modified to 15 

correspond to the position of the 81
h harmonie frequency of 

the pitch. The final value of the eut-off frequency is then 
quantized and transmitted. In an example of implementation, 

8 
After the completion of the frequency-domain coding 

mode, the total excitation is found by adding the frequency
domain excitation contribution to the frequency representa
tion (frequency transfom1) of the time-domain excitation 
contribution and then the sum of the excitation contributions 
is transformed back to time-domain to forma total excitation. 
Finally, the synthesized signal is computed by filtering the 
total excitation through a LP synthesis filter. In one imple-
mentation, while the CELP coding memories are updated on 
a sub-frame basis using only the time-domain excitation con
tribution, the total excitation is used to update tho se memories 
at frame boundaries. In another possible implementation, the 
CELP coding memories are updated on a sub-frame ba sis and 
also at the frame boundaries using only the time-domain 
excitation contribution. This results in an embedded structure 
where the frequency-domain quantized signal constitutes an 
upper quantization layer independent of the core CELP layer. 
In this particular case, the fixed codebook is always used in 
arder to update the adaptive code book content. However, the 3 or 4 bits are used for such quantization, giving 8 or 16 

possible eut-off frequencies depending on the bit rate. 20 frequency-domain coding mode can apply to the whole 
frame. This embedded approach works for bit rates around 12 
kbps and higher. 

Once the cut-offfrequency is known, frequency quantiza
tion of the frequency-domain excitation contribution is per
formed. First the difference between the frequency represen
tation (frequency transform) of the input LP residual and the 
frequency representation (frequency transform) of the time- 25 

domain excitation contribution is detennined. Then a new 
vectoris created, consisting of this difference up to the eut-off 
frequency, and a smooth transition to the frequency represen
tation of the input LP residual for the remaining spectrum. A 
frequency quantization is then applied to the who le new vec- 30 

tor. In an example of implementation, the quantization con
sists in coding the sign and the position of dominant (most 
energetic) spectral pulses. The number of the pulses to be 
quantized per frequency hand is related to the bitrate available 
for the frequency-domain coding mode. If there are not 35 

enough bits available to cover ali the frequency bands, the 
remaining bands are filled with noise only. 

Frequency quantization of a frequency band using the 
quantization method described in the previous paragraph 
does not guarantee that ali frequency bins within this band are 40 

quantized. This is especially true at law bitrates where the 
number of pulses quantized per frequency band is relative! y 
law. To prevent the apparition of audible artifacts due to these 
non-quantized bins, some noise is added to fill these gaps. As 
at low bit rates the quantized pulses should dominate the 45 

spectrum rather than the inserted noise, the noise spectrum 
amplitude corresponds only to a fraction of the amplitude of 
the pulses. The amplitude of the added noise in the spectrum 

1) Sound Type Classification 
FIG. 1 is a schematic black diagram illustrating an over

view of an enhanced CELP encoder 100, for example an 
ACELP encoder. Of course, other types of enhanced CELP 
encoders can be implemented using the same concept. FIG. 2 
is a sc hematie block diagram of a more detailed structure of 
the enhanced CELP encoder 100. 

The CELP encoder 100 comprises a pre-processor 102 
(FIG. 1) for analyzing parameters of the input sound signal 
101 (FIGS. 1 and 2). Referring to FIG. 2, the pre-processor 
102 comprises an LP analyzer 201 of the input sound signal 
101, a spectral analyzer 202, an open loop pi teh analyzer 203, 
and a signal classifier 204. The analyzers 201 and 202 per
form the LP and spectral analyses usually carried out in CELP 
coding, as described for example in ITU-T reconllllendation 
G.718, sections 6.4 and 6.1.4, and, therefore, will not be 
fi1rther described in the present disclosure. 

The pre-processor 102 conducts a first leve! of analysis to 
classify the input sound signal101 between speech and non
speech (generic audio (music or reverberant speech)), for 
example in a marmer similar to that described in reference [T. 
Vaillancourt et al., "Inter-tone noise reduction in a law bit rate 
CELP decoder," Proc. IEEE ICASSP, Taipei, Taiwan, April 
2009, pp. 4113-16], ofwhich the full content is incorporated 
herein by reference, or with any other reliable speech/non
speech discrimination methods. 

After this first leve! of analysis, the pre-processor 102 is higher when the bit budget available is low ( allowing more 
noise) and lower when the bit budget available is high. 50 performs a second leve! of analysis of input signal parameters 

to allow the use of time-domain CELP co ding (no frequency
domain coding) on some sound signais with strong non
speech characteristics, but that are still better encoded with a 

In the frequency-domain coding mode, gains are computed 
for each frequency band to match the energy of the non
quantized signal to the quantized signal. The gains are vector 
quantized and applied per band to the quantized signal. When 
the encoder changes its bit allocation from the time-domain 55 

only coding mode to the mixed time-domain/frequency-do
main coding mode, the per band excitation spectrum energy 
of the time-domain on! y co ding mode does not match the per 
band excitation spectrum energy of the mixed time-domain/ 
frequency domain coding mode. This energy mismatch can 60 

create some switching artifacts especially at law bit rate. To 
reduce any audible degradation created by this bit realloca
tion, a long-term gain can be computed for each band and can 
be applied to correct the energy of each frequency band for a 
few frames after the switching from the time-domain coding 65 

mode to the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
mode. 

time-domain approach. When an important variation of 
energy occurs, this second leve! of ar1alysis allows the CELP 
encoder 100 to switch into a memory-less time-domain cod-
ing mode, generally called Transition Mode in reference [Ek
sler, V., and Jelinek, M. (2008), "Transition mode coding for 
source controlled CELP codees", IEEE Proceedings of Inter
national Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Pro
cessing, March-April, pp. 4001-40043], of which the full 
content is incorporated herein by reference. 

During this second leve! of analysis, the signal classifier 
204 calcul at es and uses a variation ac of a smoothed version 
est of the open-loop pitch correlation from the open-loop 
pitch analyzer 203, a current total frarne energy Etot ar1d a 
difference between the current total frame energy and the 
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previous total frame energy Edijf First the variation of the 
smoothed open loop pitch correlation is computed as: 

10 
and this is at !east the second consecutive frame ( cnt;::2) where 
the decision of the first leve! of the analysis is going to be 
changed, then the speech/generic audio selector 205 deter
mines that the current frame will be coded using a time
domain only mode using the closed-loop generic CELP coder 
207 (FIG. 2). 

where: 

Otherwise, the time/time-frequency co ding selector 103 
selects a mixed time-domainlfrequency -domain co ding mode 
that is perfonned by a mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 

10 coding deviee disclosed in the following description. the smnmation is between i=O and i=-10; 
est is the smoothed open-loop pitch correlation defined as: 

Cst=0.9·C01+0.l·Cst; 
col is the open-loop pitch correlation calculated by the 

analyzer 203 using a method known to tho se of ordinary skill 
15 

in the art of CELP co ding, for example, as described in ITU-T 
recommendation G.718, Section 6.6; 

Ç is the average over the last 10 frames of the smoothed 
open-loop pitch correlation est; 

Oc is the variation of the smoothed open loop pitch corre-
lation. 20 

When, during the fust leve! of analysis, the signal classifier 
204 classifies a frame as non-speech, the following verifica
tions are performed by the signal classifier 204 to determine, 
in the second leve! of analysis, ifit is really safe to use a mixed 
time-domain/frequency-domain coding mode. Sometimes, it 25 

is however better to encode the current frame with the time
domain coding mode only, using one of the time-domain 
approaches estimated by the pre-processing function of the 
time-domain coding mode. In particular, it might be better to 
use the memory-less time-domain coding mode to reduce at a 30 

minimum any possible pre-echo that can be introduced with a 
mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding mode. 

As a first verification whether the mixed time-domain/ 
frequency-domain co ding should be used, the signal classifier 
204 calculates a difference between the current total frame 35 

energy and the previous frame total energy. When the differ
ence Ediff'between the current total frame energy Etot and the 
previous frame total energy is higher than 6 dB, this corre
sponds to a so-called "temporal attack" in the input sound 
signal. In such a situation, the speech/non-speech decision 40 

and the coding mode selected are overwritten and a memory
less time-domain coding mode is forced. More specifically, 
the enhanced CELP encoder 100 comprises a time-only /time
frequency coding selector 103 (FIG. 1) itself comprising a 
speech/generic audio selector 205 (FIG. 2), a temporal attack 45 

detector 208 (FIG. 2), and a selector 206 of memory-less 
time-domain coding mode. In other words, in response to a 
determination of non-speech signal (generic audio) by the 
selector 205 and detection of a temporal attack in the input 
sound signal by the detector 208, the selector 206 forces a 50 

closed-loop CELP coder 207 (FIG. 2) to use the memory-less 
time-domain coding mode. The closed-loop CELP coder 207 
forms part of the time-domain-only coder 104 of FIG. 1. 

As a second verification, when the difference Ediff.between 
the current total frame energy Etot and the previous frame total 55 

energy is below or equal to 6 dB, but: 
the smoothed open loop pitch correlation est is higher than 

0.96; or 
the smoothed open loop pitch correlation C,t is higher than 

0.85 and the difference Ediff between the current total 60 

frame energy and the previous frame total energy is 
below 0.3 dB; or 

the variation of the smoothed open loop pitch correlation 
Oc is below 0.1 and the difference Edtff between the 
current total frame energy Etat and the last previous 65 

frame total energy is below 0.6 dB; or 
the current total frame energy Etat is below 20 dB; 

This can be summarized, for example when the non-speech 
sound signal is music, with the following pseudo code: 

if (generic audio) 

Where 

el se 

6 

cnt ++ 
if(cnt >= 2) 

= Time domain memory less 

dB)I 

coding mode = Time domain 

= mix time/frequency domain 

is a current frame energy expressed as: 

(where x(i) represents the samples ofthe input sound signal in 
the frame) and Edtffis the difference between the current total 
frame energy Etat and the last previous frame total energy. 

2) Decision on Sub-Frame Length 
In typical CELP, input sound signal samples are processed 

in frames of 10-30 ms and these frames are divided into 
severa! sub-frames for adaptive code book and fixed codebook 
analysis. For example, a frame of 20 ms (256 samples when 
the ümer sampling frequency is 12.8 kHz) can be used and 
divided into 4 sub-frames of 5 ms. A variable sub-frame 
length is a feature used to obtain complete integration of the 
time-domain and frequency-domain into one coding mode. 
The sub-frame length can vary from a typical!f4 of the frame 
length to a half frame or a complete frame length. Of course 
the use of another number of sub-frames (sub-frame length) 
can be implemented. 

The decision asto the length of the sub-frames (the number 
of sub-frames), or the time support, is detemlined by a cal
culator of the number of sub-frames 210 based on the avail
able bitrate and on the input signal analysis in the pre-proces
sor 102, in particular the high frequency spectral dynamic of 
the input sound signal 101 from an analyzer 209 and the 
open-loop pitch analysis including the smoothed open loop 
pitch correlation from analyzer 203. The analyzer 209 is 
responsive to the information from the spectral analyzer 202 
to determine the high frequency spectral dynamic of the input 
signal101. The spectral dynamic is computed from a feature 
described in the recollllllendation G.718, section 6.7.2.2, as 
the input spectrum without its noise fioor giving a represen
tation of the input spectrum dynamic. When the average spec
tral dynamic of the input sound signal101 in the frequency 
band between 4.4 kHz and 64 kHz as determined by the 
analyzer 209 is below 9.6 dB and the last frame was consid-
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ered as having a high spectral dynamic, the input signal101 is When the closed loop pitch analysis has been completed, 
nolongerconsideredashavinghighspectraldynamiccontent the eELP encoder 100 comprises a fixed codebook 212 
in higher frequencies. In that case, more bits can be allocated searched to find the best fixed code book parameters usually 
to the frequencies below, for example, 4kHz, by adding more comprising a fixed code book index and a fixed codebook 
sub-frames to the time-domain coding mode or by forcing gain. The fixed codebook index and gain form the fixed code-
more pulses in the lower frequency part of the frequency- book contribution. The fixed code book index is encoded and 
domain contribution. transmitted to the distant decoder. The fixed codebook gain is 

On the other hand, if the increase ofthe average dynamic of also quantized and transmitted to the distant decoder. The 
the higher frequency content of the input signal 1 01 against fixed algebraic code book and searching thereof is believed to 
the average spectral dynamic of the last frame that was not 1 o be weil known to tho se of ordinary skill in the art of eELP 
considered as having a high spectral dynamic as determined coding and, therefore, will not be further described in the 
by the analyser 209 is greater thau, for exan1ple, 4.5 dB, the 

present disclosure. sound input signal101 is considered as having high spectral 
dynamic content a bave, for example, 4 kHz. In that case, The adaptive code book index and gain and the fixed code-
depending on the available bit rate, some additional bits are 15 book index and gain fonn a time-domain eELP excitation 
used for coding the high frequencies of the input sound signal contribution. 
101 to allow one or more frequency pulses encoding. 4) Frequency Transfonn of Signal oflnterest 

The sub-frame length as detennined by the calculator 210 During the frequency-domain coding of the mixed time-
(FIG. 2) is also dependent on the bit budget available. At very domainlfrequency-domain coding mode, two signais need to 
law bit rate, e.g. bit rates below 9 kbps, only one sub-frame is 20 be represented in a transform-domain, for example in fre-
available for the time-domain coding otherwise the number of quency domain. In one implementation, the time-to-fre-
available bits will be insufficient for the frequency-domain quency transfom1 can be achieved using a 256 points type II 
coding. For mediUlll bit rates, e.g. bit rates between 9 kbps (or type IV) DeT (Discrete eosine Transform) giving a reso-
and 16 kbps, one sub-frame is used for the case where the high lution of25 Hz with an inn er sampling frequency of12.8 kHz 
frequencies contain high dynamic spectral content and two 25 but any other transfonn could be used. In the case another 
sub-frames if not. For medium-high bit rates, e.g. bit rates transfonn is used, the frequency resolution (defined above), 
around 16 kbps and higher, the four ( 4) sub-frames case the number offrequency bands and the number offrequency 
becomes also available if the smoothed openloop pitch cor- bins per bands (defined further below) might need to be 
relation est' as defined in paragraph [0037] of sound type revised accordingly. In this respect, the eELP encoder 100 
classification section, is higher than 0.8. 30 comprises a calculator 107 (FIG. 1) of a frequency-domain 

While the case with one or two sub-frames limits the time- excitation contribution in response to the input LP residual 
domain coding to an adaptive code book contribution on! y res(n) resulting from the LP analysis of the input sonnd signal 
(with coded pitch !ag and pitch gain), i.e. no fixed codebook by the analyzer 201. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the calculator 
is used in that case, the four ( 4) sub-frames allow for adaptive 107 may calculate a DeT 213, for example a type II DeT of 
andfixedcodebookcontributionsiftheavailablebitbudgetis 35 the input IP residual resCn). The eELP encoder 100 also 
sufficient. The four ( 4) sub-frame case is allowed starting comprises a calcula tor 106 (FIG. 1) of a frequency transfonn 
from around 16 kbps up. Because of bit budget limitations, of the time-domain excitation contribution. As illustrated in 
the time-domain excitation consists only of the adaptive FIG. 2, the calculator 106 may calculate a DeT 214, for 
codebook contribution at lower bitrates. Simple fixed code- example a type II DeT of the time-domain excitation contri-
book contribution can be added for higher bit rates, for 40 bution. The frequency transfoml of the input LP residual ±~es 
example starting at 24 kbps. For ali cases the time-domain and the time-domain eELP excitation contribution fexc can be 
coding efficiency will be evaluated afterward to decide up to calculated using the following expressions: 
which frequency such time-domain coding is valuable. 

3) e!osed Loop PitchAnalysis 
When a mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain coding 45 

mode is used, a closed loop pitch analysis followed, if needed, 
by a fixed algebraic code book search are performed. For that 
purpose, the eELP encoder 100 (FIG. 1) comprises a calcu
lator of time-domain excitation contribution 105 (FI GS. 1 and 
2). This calculator f\.Jrther comprises an analyzer 211 (FIG. 2) 50 

responsive to the open-loop pitch analysis conducted in the 
open-loop pitch analyzer 203 and the sub-frame length (or the 
number of sub-frames in a ±rame) determination in calcula tor 
210 to perform a closed-loop pitch analysis. The closed-loop 
pitch analysis is weil known to tho se of ordinary skill in the art 
and an example of implementation is described for example 
in reference [ITU-T G.718 recommendation; Section 
6.8.4.1.4.1], the full content thereof being incorporated 
herein by reference. The closed-loop pitch analysis results in 
computing the pitch parameters, also known as adaptive 60 

codebook parameters, which mainly consist of a pitch !ag 
( adaptive codebook index T) and pitch gain (or adaptive code
book gain b ). The adaptive code book contribution is usually 
the past excitation at delay T or an interpolated version 
thereof. The adaptive codebook index T is encoded and trans- 65 

mitted to a distant decoder. The pitch gain b is also quantized 
and transmitted to the distant decoder. 

k=O 

and: 

k 0 

where resCn) is the input LP residual, etin) is the time
domain excitation contribution, and N is the frame length. In 
a possible implementation, the frame length is 256 samples 
for a corresponding ümer sampling frequency of 12.8 kHz. 
The time-domain excitation contribution is given by the fol
lowing relation: 

e,in)=bv(n)+gc(n) 
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where v(n) is the adaptive codebook contribution, bis the 
adaptive codebook gain, c(n) is the fixed code book contribu
tion, and g is the fixed codebook gain. It should be noted that 
the time-domain excitation contribution may consist only of 
the adaptive codebook contribution as described in the fore
going description. 

5) Cut-OffFrequency ofTime-Domain Contribution 
With generic audio samples, the time-domain excitation 

contribution (the combination of adaptive and/or fixed alge
braic codebooks) does not always contribute much to the 10 
coding improvement compared to the frequency-domain cod
ing. Often, it does improve coding of the lower part of the 
spectrnm while the coding improvement in the higher part of 
the spectrum is minimal. The CELP encoder 100 comprises a 
finder of a cut-ofHrequency and fil ter 108 (FIG.1) that is the 15 
frequency where coding improvement afforded by the time
domain excitation contribution becomes too low to be valu
able. The finder and filter 108 comprises a calculator of eut
off frequency 215 and the filter 216 of FIG. 2. The eut-off 
frequency of the time-domain excitation contribution is first 20 
estimated by the calcul at or 215 (FIG. 2) using a computer 3 03 
(FIGS. 3 and 4) of nom1alized cross-correlation for each 
frequency band between the frequency-transformed input LP 
residual from calculator 107 and the frequency-transformed 
time-domain excitation contribution from calculator 106, 25 
respective! y designated fres and which are defined in the 
foregoing section 4. The last frequency L1included in each of, 
for example, the sixteen (16) frequency bands are defined in 
Hz as: 

14 
The calculator of eut-off frequency 215 comprises a 

smoother 304 (FIGS. 3 and4) of cross-correlation through the 
frequency bands performing some operations to smooth the 
cross-correlation vector between the different ±requency 
bands. More specifically, the smoother 304 of cross-correla
tion through the bands computes a new cross-correlation 
vector Cc, using the following relation: 

{ 
2 · (rnin(0.5. œ· C,(O) + 6C,(l))- 0.5) for i 0 l 
2 · (rnin(0.5, œ· C,(i) + j3C,(i + 1) + j3C,(i -1)J- 0.5) for 1 ;,; i <Nb J 

where 

ô 
a 0.95; ô (1- a); Nb 13; f3 2: 

The calcula tor of eut -off frequency 215 further comprises 
a calculator 305 (FIGS. 3 and 4) of an average of the new 
cross-correlation vector Cc, over the first Nb bands (Nb= 13 
representing 5575Hz). -

The calculator 215 of cut-offfrequency also comprises a 
cut-offfrequency module 306 (FIG. 3) including a limiter406 
(FIG. 4) of the cross-correlation, a nonnaliser 407 of the 
cross-correlation and a finder 408 of the frequency band 
where the cross-correlation is the lowest. More specifically, 
the limiter 406 limits the average of the cross-correlation 
vector to a minimum value of 0.5 and the normaliser 408 

Lt {175, 375,775, 1175, 1575, 1975,2375, 

2775.3175, 3575, 3975,4375.4775, 5175.5575, 6375} 

30 normalises the limited average of the cross-correlation vector 
between 0 and 1. The finder 408 ob tains a first estimate of the 
eut-off frequency by fin ding the last frequency of a frequency 
band L1 which minimizes the difference between the said last 
frequency of a frequency band L1and the nom1alized average 

For this illustrative example, the number of ±requency bins 
per band B b' the cumulative frequency bins per band C Bb' and 
the normalized cross-correlation per frequency band CcCi) are 
defined as follows, for a 20 ms frame at 12.8 kHz sampling 
frequency: 

Bb = {8, 8, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 32} 

{0. 8, 16, 32, 48. 64. 80, 96, 112. 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224} 

j=Csbli)+BbU) 

L fm(j)·J,_,(j) 
J=Csblil 

Where 

and 

where B bis the number offrequency bins per band B b' CBb 

35 ~of the cross-correlation vector cc2multiplied by the width 
F/2 of the spectrum of the input sound signal: 

40 

where 

45 
F, 12800 Hz and 

f,c is the first estimate of the cut-offfrequency. 
At low bit rate, where the nonnalized average Cc, is never 

50 
really high, orto artificially in crea se the value of f,c

1 
to give a 

little more weight to the time domain contribution, it is pos-
sible to upscale the value of a fix scaling factor, for 
example, at bit rate below 8 kbps, is multiplied by 2 ali the 
time in the example implementation. 

55 
The precision of the eut -offfrequency may be increased by 

adding a following component to the computation. For that 
purpose, the calculator 215 of cut-offfrequency comprises an 
extrapola tor 410 (FIG. 4) of the 8'11 hannonic computed from 
the minimum or lowest pitch !ag value of the time-domain 

60 
excitation contribution of ali sub-frames, using the following 
relation: 

is the cumulative ±requency bins per bands, CBbCc(i) is the 
nom1alized cross-correlation per frequency band, S'r&, is the 65 

excitation energy for a band and similarly S);, is the residual 
energy per band. 

8·F, 
min (T(i)) 

Û5ci<Nsub 
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where Fs=l2800 Hz, Nsub is the number of sub-frames and 
T(i) is the adaptive codebook index or pi teh !ag for sub-frame 
i. 

The calculator 215 of eut-off frequency also comprises a 
finder 409 (FIG. 4) of the frequency band in which the 8'" 
harmonie h8th is located. More specifically, for ali i<Nb, the 
finder 409 searches for the highest frequency band for which 
the following inequality is still verified: 

(h8th"'-L}i)) 

The index of that band will be called i8th and it indicates the 
band where the 8'" harmonie is likely located. 

10 

16 
following conditions are met, the analyzer 415 does not allow 
the frequency-only coding, i.e. f,cQ cannat be set to 0: 

/;1 >2375 Hz 

or 

or 

or 

The calculator 215 of eut -off frequency finally comprises a 
selector 411 (FIG. 4) of the final cut-offfrequency f,c. More 
specifically, the selector 411 retains the higher frequency 15 

between the first estima te of the eut -off frequency from 
finder 408 and the last irequency of the irequency band in 
which the 8'" harmonie is located (L;Ci8rh)), using the follow

where Coz is the open-loop pitch correlation 413 and Cs, 
corresponds to the smoothed version of the open-loop pitch 
correlation 414 defined as Cs,=0.9·C01+0.l·Cst· Further, Gu 
(item 412 of FIG. 4) corresponds to the long tenn average of 
the pitch gain obtained by the closed loop-pitch analyzer 211 
within the time-domain excitation contribution. The long 
tenn average of the pitch gain 412 is defined as Git=0.9· ing relation: 

As illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4, 

20 <J;+O.l·Git and <J; is the average pitch gain over the current 
frame. To further reduce the rate of switching between fre
quency-only coding and mixed time-domain/frequency-do
main coding, a hangover can be added. 

the calculator 215 of eut -off frequency further comprises a 
decider 307 (FIG. 3) on the number offrequency bins to 

25 
be zeroed, itself including an analyser 415 (FIG. 4) of 
parameters, and a selector 416 (FIG. 4) offrequency bins 

6) Frequency Domain Encoding 
Creating a Difference Vector 
Once the cut-offirequency of the time-domain excitation 

contribution is defined, the frequency-domain coding is per
formed. The CELP encoder lOO comprises a subtractor or 
calculator 109 (FIGS. 1, 2, 5 and 6) to form a first portion of 

to be zeroed: and 
the filter 216 (FIG. 2), operating in frequency domain, 

comprises a zeroer 308 (FIG. 3) of the frequency bins 
decided to be zeroed. The zeroer can zero out ali the 
frequency bins (zeroer 417 in FIG. 4), or (filter 418 in 
FIG. 4) just some of the higher-frequency bins situated 
above the eut-off frequency ftc supplemented with a 
smooth transition region. The transition region is situ
ated above the cut-offfrequency f,c and below the zeroed 
bins, and it allows for a smooth spectral transition 
between the unchanged spectrum below i~c and the 
zeroed bins in higher frequencies. 

For the illustrative example, when the cut-offfrequency f,c 
±rom the selector411 is below orequal to 775Hz, the analyzer 
415 considers that the cast of the time-domain excitation 
contribution is tao high. The selector 416 selects ali frequency 
bins of the frequency representation of the time-domain exci
tation contribution to be zeroed and the zeroer 417 forces to 
zero ali the frequency bins and also force the eut-off fre
quency f,c to zero. Ali bits allocated to the time-domain exci
tation contribution are then reallocated to the frequency-do
main coding mode. Otherwise, the analyzer 415 forces the 
selector 416 to choose the high frequency bins above the 
eut-off frequency f,c for being zeroed by the zeroer 418. 

Finally, the calculator 215 ofcut-offfrequency comprises a 
quantizer 309 (FIGS. 3 and 4) of the cut-offfrequency f,c into 

30 
a difference vector fd with the difference between the fre
quency transfom1 ±:es 502 (FIGS. 5 and 6) (or other frequency 
representation) of the input LP residual from DCT 213 (FIG. 
2) and the frequency transform fexc 501 (FIGS. 5 and 6) (or 
other frequency representation) of the time-domain excita-

35 tion contribution from DCT 214 (FIG. 2) from zero up to the 
cut-offirequency f,c of the time-domain excitation contribu
tion. A downscale factor 603 (FIG. 6) is applied to the fre
quency transform 501 for the next transition region of 
ftrans =2kHz (80 frequency bins in this example implementa-

40 tion) before its subtraction of the respective spectral portion 
of the frequency transform fres· The result of the subtraction 
constitutes the second portion of the difference vector fd 

representing the frequency range from the cut-offfrequency 
f,c up to f,c+frrans· The frequency transform fres 502 of the 

45 
input LP residual is used for the remaining third portion of the 
vector fd. The downscaled part of the vector fd resulting from 
application of the downscale factor 603 can be performed 
with any type of fade out ftmction, it can be shortened to on! y 
few frequency bins, but it could also be omitted when the 

50 
available bit budget is judged sufficient to prevent energy 
oscillation artifacts when the cut-offfrequency f,c is chang
ing. For example, with a 25Hz resolution, corresponding to 1 
frequency bin fbin =25Hz in 256 points DCT at 12.8 kHz, the 
difference vector can be built as: a quantized version f,cQ of this cut-offirequency. Ifthree (3) 

bits are associated to the eut-off frequency parameter, a pas-
55 

sible set of output values can be defined (in Hz) as follows: 

Many mechanisms could be used to stabilize the chai ce of 
the final eut-off frequency f,c to prevent the quantized version 60 

f,cQ to switch between 0 and 1175 in inappropriate signal 
segment. To achieve this, the analyzer 415 in this example 
implementation is responsive to the long-tenn average pitch 
gain Git412 from the closedloop pitch analyzer 211 (FIG. 2), 
the open-loop correlation col 413 ±rom the open-loop pitch 65 

analyzer 203 and the smoothed open-loop correlation Cst· To 
prevent switching to a complete frequency coding, when the 

where 0 ,; k :s: f,, 1 /bin 

where frc 1 fhin < k :S: (/re + frronsl 1 fhin 

/d(k) = fw(k), otherwise 

where fres' 

tians 4 and 5. 
and f,c have been defined in previous sec-
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Searching for Frequency Pulses 
The CELP encoder 100 comprises a frequency quantizer 

110 (FIGS.1 and 2) of the difference vector fd. The difference 
vector fd can be quantized using severa! methods. In ali cases, 
frequency pulses have to be searched for and quantized. In 
one possible simple method, the frequency-domain coding 
comprises a search of the most energetic pulses of the differ
ence vector fd across the spectrum. The method to search the 
pulses can be as simple as splitting the spectrum into ±re
quency bands and allowing a certain number of pulses per 
frequency bands. The number of pulses per frequency bands 
depends on the bit budget available and on the position of the 
frequency band inside the spectrum. Typically, more pulses 
are allocated to the low frequencies. 

Quantized Difference Vector 

10 

18 
frequency band Bb. CBb the cumulative frequency bins per 
band as defined previously in section 5, pP represents the 
vector containing the pulse position found, Ps represents the 
vector containing the sign of the pulse ±ound and Pmax repre
sents the energy of the pulse found. 

At bitrate above 12 kbps, the selector 504 determines that 
ail the spectrum is to be quantized using FPC. As illustrated in 
FIG. 5, FPC encoding is per±ormed in a coder 505. As illus
trated in FIG. 6, the coder 505 comprises a searcher 607 of 
frequency pulses. The search is conducted through the entire 
frequency bands. A FPC processor 610 then FPC codes the 
found frequency pulses. 

Then, the quantized difference vector fdo is obtained by 

15 
adding the number of pulses nb_pulses with the pulse sign p, 
to each of the position pP fmmd. For each band the quantized 
difference vector fdQ can be written with the following pseudo 
code: 

Depending on the bitrate available, the quantization of the 
frequency pulses can be performed using different tech
niques. In one implementation, at bitrate below 12 kbps, a 
simple search and quantization scheme can be used to code 
the position and sign of the pulses. This scheme is described 20 

herein below. 

for j=O, ... , j<nb_pulses 
fdQ(ppG))+=p,(i) 

Noise Filling 
For exan1ple for frequencies lower than 3175 Hz, this 

simple search and quantization scheme uses an approach 
based on facto rial pulse coding (FPC) which is described in 
the literature, for example in the reference [Mittal, U., Ashley, 
J. P., and Cruz-Zeno, E. M. (2007), "Low Complexity Facto
rial Pulse Coding of MDCI Coefficients using Approxima
tion of Combinatorial Functions", IEEE Proceedings on 
Acoustic, Speech and Signais Processing, Vol, 1, April, pp. 
289-292], the full content thereofbeing incorporated herein 
by reference. 

More specifically, a selector 504 (FIGS. 5 and 6) deter
mines that ali the spectrum is not quantized using FPC. As 
illustrated, in FIG. 5, FPC encoding and pulse position and 
sign coding is perfom1ed in a coder 506. As illustrated in FIG. 
6, the coder 506 comprises a searcher 609 of frequency 
pulses. The search is conducted through ali the ±requency 
bands for the frequencies lower than 317 5 Hz. An FPC coder 
610 then processes the frequency pulses. The coder 506 also 
comprises a finder 611 of the most energetic pulses for fre
quencies equal to and larger than 317 5 Hz, and a quantizer 
612 of the position and sign of the found, most energetic 
pulses. If more than one (1) pulse is allowed within a ±re
quency band then the amplitude of the pulse previously ±à und 
is divided by 2 and the search is again conducted over the 
entire frequency band. Each timea pulse is found, its position 
and sign are stored for quantization and the bit packing stage. 
The following pseudo code illustrates this simple search and 
quantization scheme: 

end 
end 

end 

Ali frequency bands are quantized with more or less pre
cision; the quantization method described in the previous 
section does not guarantee that ali frequency bins within the 

25 frequency bands are quantized. This is especially the case at 
low bitrates where the number of pulses quantized per fre
quency band is relatively low. To prevent the apparition of 
audible artifacts due to these unquantized bins, a noise tiller 
507 (FIG. 5) adds some noise to till these gaps. This noise 

30 addition is performed over ail the spectrum at bitrate below 12 
kbps for example, but can be applied on1y above the eut-off 
frequency ftc of the time-domain excitation contribution for 
higher bitrates. For simplicity, the noise intensity varies only 

35 
with the bitrate available. At high bit rates the noise leve! is 
low but the noise leve! is higher at low bit rates. 

The noise tiller 504 comprises an adder 613 (FIG. 6) which 
adds noise to the quantized difference vector fdo after the 
intensity or energy leve! of such added noise has been deter-

40 mined in an estimator 614 and prior to the per band gain has 
been determined in a computer 615. In the illustrative 
embodiment, the noise leve! is directly related to the encoded 
bitrate. For example at 6.60 kbps the noise leve! N'L is 0.4 
times the amplitude of the spectral pulses coded in a specifie 

45 band and as it goes progressively down to a value of0.2 times 
the amplitude of the spectral pulses coded in a band at 24 
kbps. The noise is added on1y to section(s) of the spectrum 
where a certain munber of consecutives frequency bins has a 
very low energy, for example when the number of consecu-

50 tives very low energy bins N
2 

is half the number of bins 
included in the frequency band. For a specifie band i, the noise 
is injected as: 

55 

60 

if 0.5 

for k j, .. . , k j + N, 

fdQ(k) = fdQ(k) + N/)i) · t;md() 

j+=N, 

Where NBDis the numberoffrequencybands (NBD=16 in the 65 

illustrative example ), NP is the number of pulses to be coded 

Where N, 

in a frequency hand k, B b is the number of frequency bins per 
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where, for a band i, CBb is the cumulative number ofbins per 
bands, Bb is the number ofbins in a specifie band i, N'Lis the 
noise leve!, and rand is a random number generator which is 
limited between -1 to 1. 

7) Per Band Gain Quantization 
The frequency quantizer 110 comprises a per band gain 

calculator/quantizer 508 (FIG. 5) including a calculator 615 
(FIG. 6) of per band gain and a quantizer 616 (FIG. 6) of the 
calculated per band gain. Once the quantized difference vec
tor fdQ, including the noise till if needed, is found, the calcu
lator 615 computes the gain per band for each ±requency band. 
The per band gain for a specifie band Gli) is defined as the 
ratio between the energy of the unquantized difference vector 
fd signal to the energy of the quantized difference vector fdQ in 
the log domain as: 

. ( S}aUl ) 
Gb(l) = log10 S--,---:-) Where 

fdQ(l 

and 

where CBb and Bb are defined hereinabove in section 5. 
In the implementation ofFIGS. 5 and 6, the per band gain 

quantizer 616 vector quantizes the per band frequency gains. 
Prior to the vector quantization, at low bit rate, the last gain 

10 

20 
gains per band and the entries of a specifie codebook. If not 
enough bits are available, it is possible to only quantize the 
first 12 bands and to extrapolate the last 4 bands using the 
average of the previous 3 bands or by any other methods. 

Once the energy of frequency bands of the unquantized 
difference vector are quantized, it becomes possible to sort 
the energy in decreasing order in such a way that it would be 
replicable on the decoder side. During the sorting, ali the 
energy bands below 2 kHz are always kept and then only the 
most energetic bands will be passed to the FPC for coding 
pulse amplitudes and signs. With this approach the FPC 
scheme codes a smaller vector but covering a wider frequency 
range. In others words, it takes less bits to cover important 

15 
energy events over the entire spectrum. 

After the pulse quantization process, a noise till similar to 
what has been described earlier is needed. Th en, a gain ad just
ment factor Ga is computed per frequency band to match the 
energy EdQ of the quantized difference vector fdQ to the quan-

20 tized energy Ej of the unquantized difference vector fd. This 
per band gain adjustment factor is applied to the quantized 
difference vector 

25 where 

( corresponding to the last frequency band) is quantized sepa
rately, and ali the remaining fifteen (15) gains are divided by 30 

the quantized last gain. Then, the normalized fifteen (15) 
remaining gains are vector quantized. At higher rate, the mean 

and Ed' is the quantized energy per band of the unquantized 
difference vector fd as defined earlier 

of the per band gains is quantized first and th en removed from 
ali per band gains of the, for example, sixteen (16) frequency 
bands prior the vector quantization ofthose per band gains. 35 

The vector quantization being used can be a standard mini
mization in the log domain of the distance between the vector 
containing the gains per band and the entries of a specifie 
code book. 

After the completion of the frequency-domain coding 
stage, the total time-domain/frequency domain excitation is 
found by summing through an adder 111 (FIGS.1, 2, 5 and 6) 
the frequency quantized difference vector fdQ to the filtered 
±requency-transfonned time-domain excitation contribution 
fexcF' When the enhanced CELP encoder 100 changes its bit 
allocation from a time-domain only coding mode to a mixed 

In the frequency-domain coding mode, gains are computed 
in the calculator 615 for each frequency band to match the 
energy of the unquantized vector fd to the quantized vector 
fdQ· The gains are vector quantized in quantizer 616 and 
applied per band to the quantized vector fdQ a multiplier 509 
(FIGS. 5 and 6). 

Altematively, it is also possible to use the FPC coding 
scheme at rate below 12 kbps for the whole spectrum by 
selecting mùy sorne of the frequency bands to be quantized. 
Before performing the selection of the frequency bands, the 
energy Ed of the frequency bands of the unquantized differ
ence vector ±~,are quantized. The energy is computed as: 

where CBb and Bb are defined hereinabove in section 5. 
To perfonn the quantization of the frequency-band energy 

Ed', first the average energy over the first 12 bands out of the 
sixteen bands used is quantized and subtracted from ali the 
sixteen (16) band energies. Then ali the frequency bands are 
vectors quantized per group of 3 or 4 bands. The vector 
quantization being used can be a standard minimization in the 
log domain of the distance between the vector containing the 

40 
time-domain!frequency-domain coding mode, the excitation 
spectrum energy per ±requency band of the time-domain only 
coding mode does not match the excitation spectrum energy 
per ±requency band of the mixed time-domain/frequency 

45 domain coding mode. This energy mismatch can create 
switching artifacts that are more audible at low bit rate. To 
reduce any audible degradation created by this bit realloca
tion, a long -term gain can be computed for each band and can 
be applied to the summed excitation to correct the energy of 

50 each frequency band for a few frames after the reallocation. 
Then, the sum of the frequency quantized difference vector 
±~Q and the ±requency-transfom1ed and filtered time-domain 
excitation contribution fexcF is then transformed back to time
domain in a converter 112 (FIGS. 1, 5 and 6) comprising for 

55 example an IDCT (Inverse DCT) 220. 
Finally, the synthesized signal is computed by filtering the 

total excitation signal from the IDCT 220 through a LP syn
thesis filter 113 (FIGS. 1 and 2). 

The sum of the frequency quantized difference vector fdQ 

60 and the frequency-transformed and filtered time-domain 
excitation contribution fexcF fonns the mixed time-domainl 
frequency-domain excitation transmitted to a distant decoder 
(not shown). The distant decoder will also comprise the con
verter 112 to transform the mixed time-domain/frequency-

65 domain excitation back to time-domain using for example the 
IDCT (Inverse DCT) 220. Finally, the synthesized signal is 
computed in the decoder by filtering the total excitation signal 
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from the IDCT 220, i.e. the mixed time-domain/frequency
domain excitation through the LP synthesis filter 113 (FIGS. 
1 and 2). 

In one implementation, while the CELP coding memories 
are updated on a sub-frame basis using only the time-domain 
excitation contribution, the total excitation is used to update 
those memories at frame boundaries. In another possible 
implementation, the CELP coding memories are updated on a 
sub-frame basis and also at the frame boundaries using only 
the time-domain excitation contribution. This results in an 10 

embedded structure where the frequency-domain quantized 
signal constitutes an upper quantization layer independent of 
the core CELP layer. This presents advantages in certain 
applications. In this particular case, the fixed codebook is 
always used to maintain good perceptual quality, and the 15 

number of sub-frames is always four ( 4) for the same reason. 
However, the frequency-domain analysis cau apply to the 
whole frame. This embedded approach works for bit rates 
around 12 kbps and higher. 

The foregoing disclosure relates to non-restrictive, illustra- 20 

tive implementations, and these implementations can be 
modified at will, within the scope of the appended daims. 

The invention claimed is: 

22 
deviee comprises a finder of an estimate of the eut -off fre
quency in response to the cross-correlation. 

7. A mixed time-domain/frequency -domain co ding deviee 
according to claim 5, comprising a smoother of the cross
correlation through the frequency bands to produce a cross
correlation vector, a calculator of an average of the cross
correlation vector over the frequency bands, and a nonnalizer 
of the average of the cross-correlation vector, wherein the 
finder of the estima te of the eut -off frequency determines a 
first estimate of the eut -off frequency by fin ding a last fre
quency of one of the frequency bands which minimizes a 
difference between said last frequency and the normalized 
average of the cross-correlation vector multiplied by a spec
trum width value. 

8. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 
according to claim 7, wherein the calculator of eut-off ire
quency comprises a finder of one of the frequency bands in 
which a harmonie computed from the time-domain excitation 
contribution is located, and a selector of the cut-offfrequency 
as the higher frequency between said first estimate of the eut 
off-frequency and a last frequency of the frequency band in 
which said hannonic is located. 

9. A mixed time-domain/frequency -domain co ding deviee 
according to claim 5, wherein the calculator of frequency-1. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 

for coding an input sound signal, comprising: 
a calculator of a time-domain excitation contribution in 

response to the input sound signal; 
a calculator of a eut-off frequency for the time-domain 

excitation contribution in response to the input sound 
signal; 

25 domain excitation contribution comprises a calculator of a 
difference between the frequency representation of the LP 
residual and a frequency representation of the time-domain 
excitation contribution up to the cut-offfrequency to forma 

a fil ter responsive to the eut-off frequency for adjusting a 
frequency extent of the time-domain excitation contri
bution; 

a calculator of a frequency-domain excitation contribution 
in response to the input sound signal; and 

an adder of the filtered time-domain excitation contribu
tion and the frequency-domain excitation contribution 
to fonn a mixed time-domain/frequency-domain excita
tion constituting a coded version of the input sound 
signal. 

2. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 
according to claim 1, wherein the time-domain excitation 
contribution includes (a) only an adaptive code book con tri
bution, or (b) the adaptive code book contribution and a fixed 
code book contribution. 

3. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 
according to claim 2, wherein the calculator of time-domain 
excitation contribution uses a Code-Excited Linear Predic
tion coding of the input sound signal. 

30 

first portion of a difference vector. 
10. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 

deviee according to claim 9, comprising a downscale factor 
applied to the frequency representation of the time-domain 
excitation contribution in a detennined frequency range fol
lowing the cut-offfrequency to forma second portion of the 

35 difference vector. 
11. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 

deviee according to claim1 0, wherein the difference vector is 
formed by the frequency representation of the LP residual for 
a third remaining portion above the detem1ined frequency 

40 range. 
12. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 

deviee according to claim 9, comprising a quantizer of the 
difference vector. 

13. A mixed time-domain/irequency-domain coding 
45 deviee according to claim 12, wherein the adder adds, in the 

frequency domain, the quantized difference vector and a fre
quency-transfonned version of the filtered, time-domain 
excitation contribution to fonn the mixed time-domain/fre-
quency -domain excitation. 

4. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 50 

according to claim 3, wherein the calculator of frequency
domain excitation contribution comprises a calculator of a 
difference between a frequency representation an LP residual 

14. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
deviee according to claim 2, comprising a calculator of a 
number of sub-frames to be used in a eurre nt frame, wherein 
the calculator oftime-domain excitation contribution uses in 
the current frame the number of sub-frames detennined by of the input sound signal and a filtered frequency representa

tion of the time-domain excitation contribution. 55 the sub-±rame number calcula tor for said eurre nt ±rame. 
15. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 

deviee according to claim 14, wherein the calculator of the 
munber of sub-frames in the current frame is responsive to at 
!east one of an available bit budget and a high frequency 

5. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 
according to claim 3, wherein the calculator of frequency
domain excitation contribution perfom1s a frequency trans
form of a LP residual obtained from an LP analysis of the 
input sound signal to produce a frequency representation of 
the LP residual. 

60 spectral dynamic of the input sound signal. 

6. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 
according to claim 5, wherein the calculator of eut-off fre
quency comprises a computer of cross-correlation, for each of 
a plurality offrequency bands, between the irequency repre- 65 

sentation of the LP residual and a frequency representation of 
the time-domain excitation contribution, and the coding 

16. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
deviee according to claim 1, comprising a calculator of a 
frequency transfonn of the time-domain excitation contribu
tion. 

17. A decoder for deco ding a sound signal coded using the 
mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee of 
claim 16, comprising: 
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a converter of the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 
excitation intime-domain; and 

a synthesis filter for synthesizing the sound signal in 
response to the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 
excitation converted intime-domain. 

18. A decoder according to claim 17, wherein the converter 
uses an inverse discrete eosine transform. 

19. A decoder according to claim 17, wherein the synthesis 
filter is a LP synthesis filter. 

20. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
deviee according to claim 1, wherein the filter comprises a 
zeroer of frequency bins which forces the frequency bins of a 
plurality of frequency bands above the eut-off frequency to 
zero. 

21. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
deviee according to claim 1, wherein the filter comprises a 
zeroer of frequency bins which forces ali the frequency bins 
of a plurality of frequency bands to zero when the eut-off 
frequency is lower thau a given value. 

22. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
deviee according to claim 1, wherein the adder adds the 
time-domain excitation contribution and the frequency-do
main excitation contribution in the frequency domain. 

10 

15 

20 

23. A mixed, time-domain/frequency-domain coding 25 

deviee according to claim1, comprising means for dynami
cally allocating a bit budget between the time-domain exci
tation contribution and the frequency-domain excitation con
tribution. 

24. An encoder using a time-domain and frequency-do- 30 

main mode!, comprising: 
a classifier of an input sound signal as speech or non

speech; 
a time-domain on! y coder; 
the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 35 

of claim 1; and 

24 
a calculator of a frequency-domain excitation contribution 

in response to the input smmd signal; and 
an adder of the time-domain excitation contribution and the 

frequency-domain excitation contribution to form a 
mixed time-domain/frequency-domain excitation con
stituting a coded version of the input sound signal. 

29. A decoder for deco ding a sound signal coded using the 
mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee of 
claim 28, comprising: 

a converter of the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 
excitation intime-domain; and 

a synthesis filter for synthesizing the sound signal in 
response to the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 
excitation converted intime-domain. 

30. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
method for coding an input sound signal, comprising: 

calculating a time-domain excitation contribution in 
response to the input sound signal; 

calculating a eut-off frequency for the time-domain exci
tation contribution in response to the input sound signal; 

in response to the eut-off frequency, adjusting a frequency 
extent of the time-domain excitation contribution; 

calculating a frequency-domain excitation contribution in 
response to the input sound signal; and 

adding the adjusted time-domain excitation contribution 
and the frequency-domain excitation contribution to 
form a mixed time-domain/frequency-domain excita
tion constituting a coded version of the input sound 
signal. 

31. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
method according to claim30, wherein the time-domain ex ci
tation contribution includes (a) only an adaptive codebook 
contribution, or (b) the adaptive code book contribution and a 
fixed codebook contribution. 

32. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
method according to claim31, wherein calculating the time
domain excitation contribution comprises using a Code-Ex
cited Linear Prediction coding of the input sound signal. 

33. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 

a selector of one of the time-domain only coder and the 
mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee 
for coding the input sound signal depending on the clas
sification of the input sound signal. 

25. An encoder as defined in claim 24, wherein the time
domainonly coder is a Code-Excited Linear Prediction coder. 

40 method according to claim 32, wherein calculating the fre
quency-domain excitation contribution comprises calculat
ing a difference between a frequency representation an LP 
residual of the input sound signal and a filtered frequency 26. An encoder as defined in claim24, comprising a sciee

tor of a memory-less time-domain coding mode which, when 
the classifier classifies the input sound signal as non-speech 45 

and detects a temporal attack in the input sound signal, forces 
the memory-less time-domain coding mode for coding the 
input sound signal in the time-domain on! y coder. 

representation of the time-domain excitation contribution. 

27. An encoder as defined in claim 24, wherein the mixed 
time-domain/frequency-domain coding deviee uses sub- 50 

frames of a variable length in the calculation of a time-domain 
contribution. 

34. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
method according to claim 32, wherein calculating the fre
quency-domain excitation contribution comprises perform
ing a frequency transform of a LP residual obtained from an 
LP analysis of the input sound signal to produce a frequency 
representation of the LP residual. 

35. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
method according to claim 34, wherein calculating the eut -off 
frequency comprises computing a cross-correlation, for each 
of a plurality of frequency bands, between the frequency 

28. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
deviee for coding an input sound signaL comprising: 

a calculator of a time-domain excitation contribution in 
response to the input sound signaL wherein the calcula
tor oftime-domain excitation contribution processes the 
input sound signal in successive frames of said input 
sound signal and comprises a calculator of a number of 
sub-frames to be used in a current frame of the input 
sound signaL wherein the sub-frame number calculator 
is responsive to at !east one of an available bit budget and 
a high frequency spectral dynamic of the input sound 
signal and wherein the calculator oftime-domain exci
tation contribution uses in the current frame the number 
of sub-frames determined by the sub-frame number cal
culator for said current frame; 

55 representation of the LP residual and a ±requency represen
tation of the time-domain excitation contribution, and the 
coding method comprises finding an estima te of the eut -off 
frequency in response to the cross-correlation. 

36. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
60 method according to claim 35, comprising smoothing the 

cross-correlation through the frequency bands to produce a 
cross-correlation vector, calcula ting an average of the cross
correlation vector over the frequency bands, and nonnalizing 
the average of the cross-correlation vector, wherein finding 

65 the estimate of the cut-offfrequency comprises determining a 
first estimate of the eut-off frequency by finding a last fre
quency of one of the frequency bands which minimizes a 
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difference between said last frequency and the normalized 48. A method of decoding according to claim 46, wherein 
average of the cross-correlation vector multiplied by a spec- the synthesis fil ter is a LP synthesis fil ter. 
trum width value. 49. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 

37. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding method according to claim 30, wherein adjusting the fre-
method according to claim36, wherein calculating the eut-off que ney extent of the time-domain excitation contribution 
frequency comprises finding one of the frequency bands in comprises zeroing frequency bins to force the frequency bins 
which a harmonie computed from the time-domain excitation of a plurality of frequency bands a bave the eut -off frequency 
contribution is located, and selecting the cut-offfrequency as to zero. 
the higher frequency between said fust estimate of the eut 50. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 

10 
off-frequency and a last frequency of the frequency band in method according to claim 30, wherein adjusting the fre-
which said harmonie is located. quency extent of the time-domain excitation contribution 

38. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding comprises zeroing frequency bins to force ali the frequency 
method according to claim 34, wherein calculating the fre- bins of a plurality of frequency bands to zero wh en the eut -off 
quency-domain excitation contribution comprises calculat-

15 
frequency is lower thau a given value. 

inga difference between the frequency representation of the 51. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
LP residual and a frequency representation of the time-do- method according to claim 30, wherein adding the adjusted 
main excitation contribution up to the eut-off frequency to time-domain excitation contribution and the frequency-do-
form a first portion of a difference vector. main excitation contribution to fom1 the mixed time-domain/ 

39. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 20 frequency-domain excitation comprises adding the time-do-
method according to claim 38, comprising applying a dawn- main excitation contribution and the frequency-domain 
scale factor to the frequency representation of the time-do- excitation contribution in the frequency domain. 
main excitation contribution in a determined frequency range 52. A mixed, time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
following the eut-off frequency to forma second portion of method according to claim 30, comprising dynamically allo-
the difference vector. 25 cating a bit budget between the time-domain excitation con-

40. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding tribution and the frequency-domain excitation contribution. 
method according to claim 39, comprising forming the dif- 53. A method of encoding using a time-domain and fre-
ference vector with the frequency representation of the LP quency-domain mode!, comprising: 
residual for a third remaining portion a bave the determined classif)ring an input sound signal as speech or non-speech; 
frequency range. 30 providing a time-domain only coding method; 

41. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding providing the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain cod-
method according to claim 38, comprising quantizing the ing method of claim 30; and 
difference vector. selecting one of the time-domain only coding method and 

42. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
method according to claim 41, wherein adding the adjusted 35 method for coding the input sound signal depending on 
time-domain excitation contribution and the frequency-do- the classification of the input sound signal. 
main excitation contribution to fonn the mixed time-domain/ 54. A method of encoding as defined in claim 53, wherein 
frequency-domain excitation comprises adding, in the fre- the time-domain only coding method is a Code-Excited Lin-
quency domain, the quantized difference vector and a ear Prediction coding method. 
frequency-transformed version of the adjusted, time-domain 40 55. A method of encoding as defined in claim53, compris-
excitation contribution. ing selecting a memory-less time-domain coding mode 

43. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding which, when the input sound signal is classified as non-
method according to claim 31, comprising calculating a num- speech and a temporal attack in the input sound signal is 
ber of sub-frames to be used in a current frame, wherein detected, forces the memory-less time-domain coding mode 
calculating the time-domain excitation contribution com- 45 for coding the input sound signal using the time-domain only 
prises using in the current frame the number of sub-frames coding method. 
determined for said current frame. 56. A method of encoding as defined in claim 53, wherein 

44. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding method 
method according to claim 43, wherein calculating the num- comprises using sub-frames of a variable length in the calcu-
ber of sub-frames in the eurre nt frame is responsive to at !east 50 la ti on of a time-domain contribution. 
one of an available bit budget and a high frequency spectral 
dynamic of the input sound signal. 

45. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
method according to claim 30, comprising calculating a fre
quency transform of the time-domain excitation contribution. 55 

46. A method of decoding a sound signal coded using the 
mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding method of 
claim 45, comprising: 

converting the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 
excitation intime-domain; and 

synthesizing the sound signal through a synthesis filter in 
response to the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 
excitation converted intime-domain. 

60 

47. A method of decoding according to claim46, wherein 
converting the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain excita- 65 

tian in time-domain comprises using an inverse discrete 
eosine transform. 

57. A mixed time-domain/frequency-domain coding 
method for coding an input sound signal, comprising: 

calculating a time-domain excitation contribution in 
response to the input sound signal, wherein calculating 
the time-domain excitation contribution comprises pro
cessing the input sound signal in successive frames of 
said input sound signal and calculating a number of 
sub-frames to be used in a current frame of the input 
sound signal, wherein calculating the munber of sub
frames in the current frame is responsive to at !east one 
of an available bit budget and a high frequency spectral 
dynamic of the input sound signal and wherein calculat
ing the time-domain excitation contribution also com
prises using in the current ±rame the number of sub
frames calculated for said current frame; 

calculating a frequency-domain excitation contribution in 
response to the input sound signal; and 
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adding the time-domain excitation contribution and the 
frequency-domain excitation contribution to iorm a 
mixed time-domain/frequency-domain excitation con
stituting a coded version of the input sound signal. 

58. A method of decoding a sound signal coded using the 
mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain coding method of 
claim 57, comprising: 

converting the mixed time-domainlfrequency-domain 
excitation intime-domain; and 

synthesizing the sound signal through a synthesis filter in 10 

response to the mixed time-domain/frequency-domain 
excitation converted intime-domain. 

* * * * * 
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